THANK YOU

CAMPION TODAY

FORTES IN FIDE ET OPERE

Donor support of Campion College makes learning happen. We would like to thank the following alumni, parents and corporate
sponsors of our anniversary events and other school activities and programmes held in the 2010 -11 academic year.
Your generosity is appreciated.
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A great education is a gift. Pass it on.

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
OF CAMPION COLLEGE
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unleashing the power of the amazing creativity and
imagination of our exceptional staff and students.
At the time of our groundbreaking in June 2011, we
were still euphoric at having met our target of raising
US$700,000 to match the challenge amount of
US$350,000 set by our Visionary Donor, Hon, Gordon
“Butch” Stewart OJ, to whom we are so very grateful.
Since then, our euphoria has been tempered,
however, by the need to focus on the second phase of
our Campaign, which will raise funds for the furnishing
and equipping of our “Laboratory of Ideas” as well as
the renovation of the final junior lab, Chemistry, and the
upgrade of the 6th Form Lab.
But our spirits are not dampened. Our zeal is
renewed each day by the astounding giftedness of our
students and the tremendous collective promise which
Campion holds for this nation. We remain steadfast in
the work of exercising good stewardship over our
school, and equally steadfast in our faith that you, our
friends and benefactors, will help us see this most
worthy project to completion.
With best wishes and appreciation,

Help give tomorrow’s students what Campion gave you and your family.
Grace Baston
October 2011
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Since our last publication, so much has been
accomplished at Campion through a wonderful
demonstration of caring, commitment and a spirit of
collaboration. Bold leadership from our Vision 2020
Campaign Chairman, Andrew Mahfood, aggressive
fundraising by our Home School Association, generous
responses from alumni and other benefactors, as well
as creative partnerships with business interests forged
by our tireless Development Office have allowed us to
significantly upgrade areas of our campus in dire need
of repair.
Students and staff are still marvelling at the
dramatic improvements in the canteen and tennis
courts, the new student seating area and multi-purpose
court, as well as the quantum transformation of three of
our four 50-year-old junior labs: the DB&G Integrated
Science Lab, the Avinash Potluri Biology Lab and the
Hendrickson Family Physics Lab & Lecture Room. As
the “holder of the purse,” and therefore perhaps the
person most acutely aware of how impossible all of this
would have been without your financial support, I pause
to personally thank each donor for his/her contribution
to this tremendous movement in Mission Advancement
at Campion College.
In the year ahead, our focus turns to the task of
creating an information commons or “Laboratory of
Ideas”—a space which will welcome, nourish and
inspire our 21st century learners. This is the vision for
our new Jonathan Stewart Library Media Centre: a
place, yes, for the preservation of information, but more
importantly a space for experimenting with ideas and for

STUDENT ENROLLMENT
1st-5th Form
1146
6th Form
330
Total
1476
% of incoming students from primary schools in 1999: 5% • 2010: 35%
Average class size: 33
TEACHER FACTS
Full-time teachers
75
Total staff (inclusive of admin & ancillary)
110
Master Teachers on staff
5

By supporting the Vision 2020 Campaign, you can help current and future students achieve an outstanding
education.
There are a number of ways you can do this:
• Make a gift to Phase Two of the Campaign which will focus on completing the new library media centre and
lab renovation project.
• Support a student in need through a scholarship or fee grant.
• Reward a teacher through the Teacher Excellence Fund.
• Work with us to develop your own project on campus.
The Vision 2020 Campaign is transforming Campion College, tangibly and intangibly, and providing our
students with unmatched opportunities for growth. Be a Champion—join us today.
To learn more, visit www.campioncollege.com or email us at campiondevelopmentoffice@gmail.com.
You can also call Ashley Gambrill-Rousseau at the Office of Development & Alumni Affairs at
876-822-6696/927-9555.
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CAMPION AT A GLANCE
STUDENT COSTS

Below is a breakdown of the basic cost to educate each Campion student.
These figures do not address any Capital Projects of the school’s development plan.
For each student, 2010-11:

Basic cost of education
J$46,000
Portion paid by Government Subsidy
J$10,500
Annual Auxiliary fee
J$16,000
(Percentage of students who paid: 86%)
St Edmund Trust Donation
J$10,000
(Percentage of students who paid: 70%)
J$9,500
J$21million

Shortfall per student
Budget shortfall

GIFTS 2010-11

Capital Campaign
Scholarships & Student Support
Teacher Excellence Fund*
Other

J$38,737,129
J$2,077,301
J$600,000

(to June 2011)

*Outside of requested student contribution of J$10,000 each

J$72,500

Vision 2020 as at October 2011

Phase 1 Goal: US$1,050,000
Total pledges, receipts & services for Vision 2020 = US$1,171,434
Phase 2 Goal: US$300,000
Phase 2 will address:
• The furnishing and equipping of the new Jonathan
Stewart Library Media Centre
• Other priority projects of the school’s development plan
including: the renovation of the fourth junior science lab,
Chemistry, and the upgrade of the 6th Form Lab.

©ƒShawna Lee Tai

I have no children at Campion yet I continue to give because I remain humbly grateful for
what my teachers did for me: They lifted me from nothing and propelled me into an
extraordinary life. And, I want to urge others to consider giving to the school. It is a thank you
for a job well done. It is an encouragement for the staff to continue to give their best. If you believe that
the school is truly doing a magnificent job, then say it. And say it by giving to the library, to the labs, to
the teachers. Give money to the school—don't hamper them and their efforts. Let their work shine and
flourish. If you don't believe they are doing a good job then by all means starve the effort. Don't give
them a dime of your money. But if you believe in your heart that Campion helped you or your child,
then you should now help to push the school along on its advancement mission.”
Nevada Powe (Class of 1981) who has been a longtime benefactor of the school and, in particular,
the Teacher Excellence Fund that rewards teacher performance.
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Kathryn Stewart is no stranger to
Campion. A graduate of the Class of 1985,
Head Girl 1986-7, and a Biology Teacher for
over 20 years, Ms Stewart is also the Sixth
Form Supervisor and faculty advisor for a
number of co-curricular activities. Although
she admits to it being initially “rather
daunting” teaching alongside many of her
own teachers, Ms Stewart quickly settled in
at Campion and began her own tradition of
producing outstanding results with her
students every year. Here, Ms Stewart
shares a few of her memories and delights of
being both student and teacher at her
beloved alma mater.
Kathryn Stewart with Head Girl Alecia Maragh and Head Boy David Young.

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT:
Kathryn Stewart
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What was your inspiration to be a teacher?
My inspiration came from several sources—many
family members, including my mother were
educators, and I was blessed to have had the
positive influence of several of the finest teachers at
Campion (people like Jean and Kippy Chin, Neville
Smith, Cherry Neufville etc.), all of whom made me
want to do for others what they had done for me.
Making a meaningful contribution to Jamaica has
been a strong motivating factor.
You’ve seen a lot of changes at Campion.
There are obvious changes such as the many
infrastructural improvements that have taken place
(and continue to do so). It’s a far cry from when the
canteen was shared with goats that would wander
in from off the street and graduation was held on
the tennis courts! Another big change is the vast
number of co-curriculars now available—that is a
fantastic achievement and truly facilitates all-round
development of the students who make full use of
the opportunity.
You mentioned the infamous goats, what other
memories can you share with us?
As a student—probably Ministry
Outreach—cramming into the rusty minivan and
going down to Eventide Home and Marigold
Children’s Home. The spirit and energy of the
tight-knit group was just incredible. As a
teacher—the immense joy of seeing youngsters
coming into their own and becoming people for
others. Sharing in their successes—personal and
academic—along the way has been a tremendous
privilege. I also have many fond memories of school
events over the years, and, of late, the Jamaica
Cancer Society’s Relay for Life that Campionites
have embraced wholeheartedly.
Tell us about your teaching style.
I never stop learning. I try to keep up with current
research as it is a fairly fast-moving field. At the end
of each academic year, I also try to do a “Teacher
Survey” with my students (anonymously) and then

apply their honest feedback to my methodology.
Our mantra is “we love biology”—this was a flame lit
in fourth form by Mrs. Chin—and I strive to convey
this passion to my students and employ different
techniques in the classroom as best as I can.
What is your impression of today’s
Campionites?
Campionites tend to have a pretty good focus on
their goals and what they need to do in order to
achieve them. I enjoy the fact that there are those
who will challenge the teacher intellectually—a
good debate is refreshing and keeps you on your
toes—I often learn from them too. Most importantly,
I am impressed by those who seek to develop the
“whole person” rather than make excuses or take
the easy way out.
Looking forward, what would you like to see
happen at Campion?
I would like to see an upgraded sixth form lab—as
is being done for the other labs (thankfully!). I would
also like to see outreach activities strengthened

Ms Stewart worked with students
on “Kick Butts Day”, an anti-tobacco
event—here, Principal Baston (left) and
Ms Stewart with students after making
representation in Parliament.

and extended. A continued and even greater
emphasis on the worth of each person, the
need for values like a strong work-ethic,
generosity and honesty, and the importance of
teamwork and nation-building would be
welcome. The initiative shown by students
who worked with me on “Kick Butts Day”, an
anti-tobacco event, and who drafted petitions
and made representation in Parliament, is a
quality that should be encouraged.

Finally, how does it feel to have influenced so
many students?
The opportunity to influence so many other lives is
humbling. It really is a great privilege to teach—that
lesson comes home strongly at each graduation
exercise.

Read the full interview at www.campioncollege.com

When my students go
on to make a
contribution to
society—be it Jamaica or
the wider world— that
brings me great joy.”

PROFILE OF A CAMPIONITE
On both the CAPE and CSEC examinations, students of Campion
College rank among the top performing students in the Caribbean
region and, at the national level, the school has been awarded the
Top CSEC and CAPE School trophies in nearly every year since
its inception, inclusive of 2010.
CSEC 2010
95-100% pass rate
89% received Grade 1 or 2
Top 5 Performer Awards in Jamaica: 23
Top 10 Performer Awards in the Caribbean: 20
CAPE 2010
95-100% pass rate
71% received Grade 1 or 2
Top 5 Performer Awards in Jamaica: 70
Top 10 Performer Awards in the Caribbean: 48
AWARDS
• Campionites have been awarded 14 Rhodes Scholarships, more than
any other high school in Jamaica in the last 50 years. In addition, for
eight consecutive years (2003-10), the scholarship has been awarded to
a graduate of Campion College. In 2010, Campionites David Walcott and
Luke Foster won the Jamaican and Caribbean Scholarships,
respectively.
• Each year our students win many of the coveted scholarships that are
offered by the Government of Jamaica and the private sector including
five out of seven Government Scholarships in 2010.
• In 2010, Campionites also received three of the Most Outstanding
Performer Awards in the Caribbean: Sharlayne Waller (Natural
Sciences), Andre Bascoe (Modern Languages) and Aston Hamilton
(Information and Communication Technology).
• In addition, based on the 2010 CSEC and CAPE data from the
Caribbean Examinations Council, Campion had more students placed in
the listing of top ten performers in each subject than any other school not
only in Jamaica, but also the Caribbean.
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
98% of Campion graduates matriculate to 4-year colleges or universities
and 20-35% of these students choose to pursue tertiary level studies
overseas. In 2011, Campionites were accepted to a host of universities,
including:
IN THE U.S.: Amherst College, Babson College, Bates College, Boston
University, Colgate University, Columbia University, Cornell University,
Duke University, George Washington University, Johns Hopkins
University, MIT, Mount Holyoke College,
New York University, Northeastern University, Northwestern University,
Princeton University, Spelman College, Stanford University, Tufts
University, University of California, University of Michigan, University of
Notre Dame, University of Pennsylvania, Vassar College, Villanova
University, Wesleyan University, Yale.
IN CANADA: McMaster University, University of British Columbia,
University of Guelph, University of Toronto, University of Waterloo,
University of Western Ontario.
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GROUNDBREAKING of the Jonathan Stewart Library
Construction Begins on new Multimillion Media Centre

After over 15 years without a suitable library, Campion
College has begun construction on a US$700,000
(J$60million) project to build Jamaica’s first modern high
school library media centre thanks to Hon. Gordon “Butch”
Stewart, OJ, and his family. The Stewarts have donated
US$350,000 (J$30million) to the project which will be named
in honour of Mr. Stewart’s late son, Jonathan, who graduated
from Campion in 1983.
“It’s an honour for us to be associated with such an
impressive project especially as we mark the 30th
anniversary of the Sandals Group,” said Adam Stewart, CEO
of Sandals Resorts International, who spoke on behalf of his
family at the Groundbreaking Ceremony held on June 29,
2011. “Campion’s influence on Jamaica cannot be overstated,
and we believe our partnership will further serve to enrich the
education of generations of students, who are destined to
become leaders in years to come.”
Chairman of the school’s capital campaign, Andrew
Mahfood reported that over 600 students, alumni, parents and
corporate friends had made donations and pledges of cash
and services totaling over US$800,000 in addition to the
Stewart’s donation in Phase 1 of the Campaign. “The
Stewarts’ visionary gift to Campion has inspired many in our
school community to demonstrate their own confidence in our
school through tangible gifts and assistance with our Vision
2020 Campaign,” said Mr. Mahfood. “We are truly humbled by
the response to the Campaign and especially grateful to the
Hon Gordon ‘Butch’ Stewart and his family for this
opportunity.”
Principal Grace Baston also commented that, “In only 50
years, Campion has been able to achieve great things and we
give thanks for all our blessings including our strong Jesuit
roots, many talented students, loyal and dedicated teachers,
and a community of alumni and parents who believe in
education’s ability to transform lives.”
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1. Visionary Gift Donor,
Hon Gordon “Butch”
Stewart OJ (L), is welcomed
to Campion by Chairman of
the Vision 2020 Campaign,
Andrew Mahfood, and
Principal Baston.
2. Turning the soil are (L-R)
Andrew Mahfood, Bobby
Stewart, the Most Hon
Andrew Holness, Hon
Gordon “Butch” Stewart
OJ, Archbishop Emeritus
Donald Reece, Board
Chairman, Rev Peter
McIsaac, and head students
in uniform.
3. Archbishop Emeritus
Reece (L) greets Prime
Minister Holness, while
Opposition Spokesman on
Education, Deacon Ronnie
Thwaites, looks on.
4. CEO of Sandals Resorts
and Campionite, Adam
Stewart (far right), has the
rapt attention of (L-R)
Janette Stewart, Shelagh
and Brian Jardim and
Steven Hudson.
5. & 6. Alumnae (L-R)
Victoria Meeks, Kim Issa
and Pat Yap are proud
parents of current students
as are alumni Robert
Richards (L) and Damien
King (R). Campion board
member Anton Thompson
joins in the conversation at
centre.
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In addition to the construction of the new library,
Campion’s Vision 2020 Campaign set out to renovate the
school’s science labs that had not been upgraded in 50 years.
In January, the new DB&G Integrated Science Lab was
opened and in September, The Hendrickson Family Physics
Lab and The Avinash Potluri Biology Lab were also opened.
Phase 2 of the Vision 2020 Campaign will now focus on
raising funds for the furnishing and equipping of the new
library as well as the renovation of the fourth junior lab,
Chemistry, and the upgrade of the 6th form lab among other
urgent projects.

HONOUR ROLL OF DONORS

The Vision 2020 Campaign

We are very grateful to our alumni, parents and friends who have chosen to make gifts and pledges to the
school’s Vision 2020 Campaign since its launch in 2009. With these gifts, our donors will leave a legacy of generosity
to education made tangible in the construction of our new modern library media centre and the renovation of our
science labs, among other urgent projects, in coming years. In particular, we thank you, our donors for demonstrating
your goodwill and confidence in Campion College during these challenging economic times. Thank you all.
The school would also like to recognise the team involved in this Campaign. Our success to date is due in large
part to the enthusiasm and commitment of our volunteers—our Trustees, Campaign Chairman and Cabinet, Home
School Association Executive and other alumni and parent volunteers. We offer sincere thanks for their leadership
and dedication.

VISIONARY GIFT OF US$350,000
The Hon Gordon “Butch” Stewart, OJ, and his family
CORNERSTONE DONORS
Gifts of US$50,000 or more

Anonymous
The Hendrickson Family
LEADERSHIP DONORS
Gifts of US$20,000-49,999

Peter Bunting, MP, Christopher
Dehring & Senator Mark Golding
Christopher and Kimberley Issa
Noel Garth King
Bruce Lopez & Louis Girvan
(Project Architects)

The Mayberry Foundation
MAJOR DONORS

Gifts of US$10,000-19,999

Anonymous
Angel Aloma
Campion Home School Association 2009-11
Patrick Casserly
Carlton, Spencer & Bobby Chung
Dr Howard F. Cooke
Food for the Poor, Inc.
The Gambrill Family
Peter Goldson & Myers, Fletcher &
Gordon
Andrew Issa
The Jardim Family
Ricardo Jenez
Andrew & Caroline Mahfood
The Mapex Group & Powell Family
Joseph & Tracy Matalon
The Miles Family
Neustone Projects (Project Managers)
Andrew & Ashley Rousseau
Tank Weld Equipment Ltd.

FRIENDS OF CAMPION

Gifts of US$1000-9999
Anonymous (6)
Airtime (Jamaica) Ltd
Assurance Brokers
Michael Brooks
Simon & Dawn Browne
The Burgess Family
Ainsworth Campbell
Patrick A. Cha-Fong
Selina & Dominique Chen
Howard Chin
Dave Chinn
Class of 2010
Class of 2011
Form 3-6 (2009-10) & Mr Adamson
Eddie & Kaye Cousins
Dr Ghansham Datt
Graham Davis
Dr Natalie Renee Dickson
Kevin & Karen Donaldson
Ex-o-Pest Ltd
Paul Facey & Robert Facey
Dr Elias Feanny
Mark & Wendy Fletcher
The GraceKennedy Foundation
Paul & Cynthia Hanworth
Laura Henzell
Peter Hew
Wai Sum Hui
Mr & Mrs Charlton Hylton
David & Jacqui Ingledew
Jamaica Broilers Group Ltd
Jamaica Producers Group Ltd
Peter Jervis (Structural Engineer)
Deborah Lanigan
Karen Lanigan

Dr Anna Law
Andrew & Brigette Levy
Bruce Levy
LIME Jamaica
Everton & Michelle Lewis
Joseph Liu Class of '64
Michael & Adriana Mair
Ingrid Mangatal-Munroe
Dr Jeffrey Meeks
Victoria Meeks
Dr & Mrs Mark Minott
Dr Sharmaine Mitchell
Vaughn & Lesley Morris
Pat Moss-Solomon
The Neaths
The Newnhams
Tara & Anthony Nunes
PanCaribbeanBank
Perez Trading Company
Douglas Reid & Grosvenor Gallery
Radley Reid
Corah Ann Robertson Sylvester
Edward, Arlette & Kathryn Samuda
David & Peter Sangster
Kevin Scott
David A.E. Shields
Billy Shagoury
The Shums
Stocks and Securities Ltd
Michelle Theobolds
Pradeep Vaswani
Donovan & Ingrid Walker
Drs Dwight & Nicola Webster
Warrington & Maureen Williams
The Wisynco Group
Jessica Katherine Yap
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HONOUR ROLL OF DONORS

The Vision 2020 Campaign

SOCIETY OF GONZAGA
Gifts of US$999 & under

Anonymous (7)
Peter Timothy Anderson
Dr Guyan Arscott
The Art Dept 2009-10
Anna-Marie Auden
Micheline Barrington
Anthony & Jean Bell
Cameron & Tracy Bisland
Rachael Boxhill
The Breakfast Club
Cordell Brown
Damion Brown
Shonari Andre Colin Bullock
Camelot Holdings
Connie Cameron
Dionne Campbell
Shuck Chai
Claudine Chen-Young
Judy Chin
Tennyson & Maisie Chin
Robyn Chinn-Fatt
Mr & Mrs Roy Chapman

Michael & Adrienne Chen-Young
Donald B. Christian
Club Expo 2009
Jean Cook
Richard DaCosta
Shelley-Anne Daniels
Davidson Daway
Courtney Dawkins
Siddiqua Dubrisingh
Econocaribe Consolidators, Inc
Financial & Advisory Services
Dr Michelle Foote
Form 3-4 (2009-10) & Ms Morris
Mr & Mrs Graham Forte
Freight Handlers Ltd
Henlin Gibson Henlin
Heather Gallimore
Estella Gordon-Morgan
Horace Grant
Vivian Grant
Royan Gray
Margaret Hamil & Cosmo Daley
Venice Hamilton-Phillips
Norton & Sharon Hinds

Lisa Hurlock-Clarke
Jessica & Konrad Hylton & Family
iPrint Digital
Jagon International
Margot Jameson
Edward Johnson
Robert D. Jones
Kanopi House
Leo Lambert
Simone McKinley
Paulette McIntosh
Karen McIntyre
Geoffrey & Tanya Melbourne
Geoffrey Messado
Melissa Moo-Young
Simran Motiani
NCB Foundation
Denise Nichols-Roberts
Pankay’s Transport Ltd
The Pereira Family
Peter Reid
Mark Roberts
Michelle Roberts
Jacqueline Sharp

Earl Simpson
Lindberg Simpson
Nadine Skyers
PJ Stewart
Dr & Mrs Dean Soogrim
Rodane Spence
Magion Stephenson
Roy Stephenson
Richard & Diana Stewart
Steven Sykes
Dermot Thomson
Tradespan Cargo Ltd
Verco Ltd
Kathryn Wells
Malik White
Gregory & Ingrid Worton
Joel Wildman
Hopeton Williams
Mark Wilson
Susan Yap-Chung

Great care was taken to ensure the accuracy of this list, please alert us to any errors or omissions. List inclusive of donations to the Vision 2020 Campaign
(outside of Be-a-Champion Bricks) from July 1, 2009 to October 31, 2011.

CEO of Stocks and Securities, Mark
Croskery, presents his company’s donation
of J$250,000 to Principal Baston in March
2011. Mark, a member of the Class of 1998,
took a walk down memory lane on a tour
of the newly-renovated campus.
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Campion’s Home School Association has
contributed J$2million towards the Vision
2020 Campaign since 2009. Here, members of
the executive (L-R) Suzanne Barton, Jefferine
Stubbs Ruddock, Maureen Williams, Melissa
Lowe, Paul Maragh, President Odette
Dixon-Neath, Paula Chen-See, Campion Vice
Principal & Dean of Studies Sheila Barrett,
Michelle Henry, Sonja-Gai Rogers and Margot
Jameson pose for our cameras with their
donation for the 2010-11 academic year.

Campion parent and head of the Mayberry
Foundation, Chris Berry, announced his
organisation’s donation of US$25,000 at the
November 2010 anniversary event to
honour the 50 Jesuits who have served
Campion since its inception. Witnessing
the announcement is Campion Chairman,
Rev Peter McIsaac SJ.

The kids at Campion College are many of the future leaders of our country; so I see my
donation to the Campion College Vision 2020 Fund as an investment in the future of Jamaica."
Deborah Lanigan, Campionite 1976-8

OUR CAMPION CHAMPIONS
Our Be-a-Champion specially engraved bricks continue to be a hit with our
students and alumni with a total of over 465 bricks sold up to September 2011.
A wonderful way to commemorate your own success as well as contribute to the Vision 2020
Campaign, the Be-a-Champion bricks will still be available for J$7000/US$80 each until June 30,
2012. Thank you to this year’s “Campion Champions”:
STUDENTS

Brittany Allen
Mark Auden
Jason Black
Graiam Brown
Roxann Brown
Ashley Chang
Pia-Milan Green
Tiffany Haiduk
Tajharae Jarrett
Jada Leakey
Tonian Lee
Maria Lindsay
John Lord
Alison McHayle
Shwe Myanmar
Raveesh Ragbeir (2)
Chantae Robinson
Breanna Roman (2)
Gabrielle Thomas
Chantal Townsend
Tianna Yip

CLASSES & STUDENT GROUPS
Club Expo 2010
Form 1-4
Form 1-5
Form 3-1
Sign Language Club

ALUMNI

Richard Ayoub (2)
Michael Banks
Jodi Barrow (2)
Lleana Benjamin
Tara Bradshaw
Raymond Clough
Adrian Cross
Stephen Cross
Shenae Cunningham
Kevin Donaldson (2)
Graham Dunkley
Kristen Facey
Dimitri Gooden
Kristin Gore
Adam Jones
Kristina Kerr
Andrew Leo-Rhynie
Gavin Leo-Rhynie
David Lowe
Raymond Lowe
Cecille Lui
Shu Ling Lui-Lym
Shu Yin Lui-Morgan

Matthew Lyn
Robert March (2)
Ian McCann (2)
Andrew Messado (3)
Bianca Nam
Jodi Nam
Justine Nam
Howard Smith
Rory Smith
Jeremy Sutherland
Stefan Wright (3)

THE SUMMER OF CONSTRUCTION
Campion was abuzz with renovation projects in
the summer of 2011 made possible through a
combination of amazing donations, fruitful
partnerships and good old sweat.

PARENTS, FRIENDS & FAMILY
Fay Archer
Charmaine Ashman (2)
Wendy Burton-Nicholson
Clodia Carrington
Judy Chin
Lesley Chin
Graham & Joanne Forte (2)
Maxine Gordon
Carroll Haughton
Justine Henzell
Peter & Siska Hugh (3)
Angela Johnson (2)
Charmaine Johnson
Stephanie Johnson-Downer
Stafford Jones
Dawn Lawson
Gladstone Lee Fatt
Olive Lewis
Janine Lyew (3)
Jannette Lyn (2)
Sabita Maharaj
Ena Miller
Gary Parker
Suzanne Rhoden
Orrett Richards
Stephanie Scott
Donette Simm-Stewart
Evadne Smith
Deidre Soares (2)
Lloyd Thomas
Nigel Thomas
Marian & Evan Thwaites (3)
Donna Vernon
Tanya Williams
Sherline Yap
Sharon Yap-Chung (4)
Kerrie-Ann Young-Plummer

The Nurse’s Station was expanded to include a separate
office for Nurse and a rest area for boys only.

The canteen was expanded and a new seating area and
satellite canteen was opened by PJ’s Cuisine.

The four tennis courts on campus received an extensive
facelift thanks to Russell Tennis Academy.

Great care was taken to ensure the accuracy of this list, please alert us to any errors or omissions.
List inclusive of buyers of bricks between October 1, 2010 and October 31, 2011.
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Campion College alumni and business
leaders, the Hendrickson Family, became
Cornerstone Donors of the Vision 2020 Campaign
in the summer of 2011 with their gift of
US$75,000 towards the extensive renovation and
upgrade of the old junior physics lab, prep room
and the neighboring science lecture room.
With some eleven members of the family
having attended Campion, the Hendricksons are
truly a “Campion family” and they came out in
their numbers to officially open the lab named in
their honour at the school on August 19, 2011.
Recently, several members of the family weighed
in on their Campion experiences and hopes for
the future of the school, which has been made
that much brighter by the addition of the new
Hendrickson Family Physics Lab.

A Campion Family: (Left to right) Kevin Hendrickson (Class of 1975), Cathy Hendrickson Kerr (Campionite
1975-6), Lori-Ann Hendrickson Lyn (Sixth Form Class of 1972) and Craig “Butch” Hendrickson.

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:

The Hendrickson Family
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What motivated your family to give
such a transformative gift?
Kevin Hendrickson (Class of 1975): As a
family, we have always recognized that for
institutions to offer their students the best
educational opportunities, there will always
be a need for major investment in the
actual physical infrastructure of these
institutions. As students once ourselves,
we were exposed not only to the rudiments
of traditional core subjects, but were able
to partake in numerous advanced courses
and extra-curricular activities that led to a
more rounded education. This enabled us
to grow as more holistic people, and gave
us the ability to follow varied career paths.
We feel that any school that understands
the need to develop students, to not just
pass exams but to excel in life at the
highest level, needs to be supported—and,
especially by its alumni.
What do you see as the rewards of this
gift?
Kevin: The main reward is a feeling of
personal satisfaction as we invest in the
future of this country, through the children
who will benefit. It is our hope that in their
receiving support for their educational
pursuits, they will in turn—when also in a
position to do so—feel compelled to assist
in a similar way for the next generation,
creating and sustaining a culture of
philanthropy. We want other students to
have the same life changing and
educational opportunities that we have
had.
How do you think Campion’s founders,
the Jesuits, have helped shape your
life?
Lori Ann Lyn (Class of 1972): I attended
Campion in Sixth Form, the second year
only of Campion having gone co-ed (and
only at the Sixth Form level). Like the
Servite nuns who taught me throughout my
formative years of preparatory to Fifth

Form, the Jesuit priests who taught me in
Sixth Form were a most amazing gift of
people: committed to God, given in
service, dedicated to teaching, knowledge
par excellence. We were so privileged to
have been taught by them. From them I
learnt much, but perhaps most enduring of
all, my faith and a certain knowledge that I
am nothing without Our Lord.
What stands out in your memory of
your years at Campion?
Kate Hendrickson (Campionite 2000-2004):
I know this sounds incredibly vague but the
short answer is—everything. In my mind,
what made Campion such a great place to
go to school were the characters and
personalities within that campus. Even the
security dog (Zeeks) had a place in the
Campion life. Memories from Campion
stay with you forever—some of those
memories turn into stories that you tell and
retell while others, well, you simply leave
those back in high school.
Tell us about a defining moment.
Melissa Hendrickson (Campionite
1999-2003): One of my most important life
lessons, and one that I still refer to today,
is humility. I have two wonderful and
supportive parents, both of whom did
everything possible to make me feel
special. As a result, I entered Campion
with an enormous ego. Unfortunately for
my ego, I got detention the first week of
school for being late for assembly.
Detention at Campion does not just involve
staying after school but some form of work,
and that day’s job was to pick up trash. I
had never even taken out the garbage
before, so to pick up trash as other
students pointed and stared was
mortifying. I realized that day that I had to
follow the rules and work hard like
everyone else. Campion was a great
equalizer.
Why do you think Campion deserves

Back row (from left): Kiran Kerr, Melissa Hendrickson (Campionite
1999-2003), Rachel Hendrickson, Sarah Lyn, Laura Kerr
(Campionite 1998-2001), Kristina Kerr (Class of 2001), Kate
Hendrickson (Campionite 2000-4), Elizabeth Lyn-Marzouca
(Campionite 1994-5) Middle row: Amanda Hendrickson, Amy Kerr
Front row: Matthew Lyn (Class of 1997), Alexander Hendrickson
(Campionite 2004-8), Craig Hendrickson (Campionite 1999-2001)

the attention of its alumni?
Laura Kerr (Campionite 1998-2001): As a
Campionite, it is only when we are older do
we look back and appreciate the privilege it
has been to be among competitive,
ambitious and aspiring youngsters creating
the invaluable bond for networking and
partnerships. At Campion, education,
curiosity, personal character, commitment,
motivation and shared learning experiences
were the common languages among
students and teachers, thus pushing
socio-economic barriers into the
background.
By investing in the physical learning
spaces on campus, Campion can only
better assist teachers in their delivery of a
quality education. By continually raising its
standard of education, it will continually
produce excellent students who will be fully
prepared to embrace challenges and realize
their full potential. Campion will continue to
be the hub of quality education with the
ongoing support of its dedicated alumni. As
we confidently commit to our alma mater,
we do so with the knowledge that the
present and future students will also prove
to be committed alumni, continuing the
tradition of building both school and nation.
Read the full interview at www.campioncollege.com

PAY IT FORWARD

Finally, Modern Labs for Campion

As part of the first phase of Campion’s ten-year Vision 2020 Campaign, the school set out to renovate the junior science labs that had
not been upgraded in over 50 years. Thanks to the generosity of alumni and parent donors, three of the four junior labs have been
completely renovated in less than one year. This extensive project included completely gutting and reconfiguring the existing lab spaces;
custom building furniture and fittings suitable for lab usage; installing safety equipment; purchasing a wide array of apparatus and
experiment equipment, as well as integrating technology tools in line with 21st century best practices. The students, teachers and wider
school family are deeply grateful to all our donors who have allowed us to achieve so much in such a short time.

THE DB&G INTEGRATED SCIENCE LAB
Campionites (in photo above left, L-R)
Chris Dehring, Senator Mark Golding
and Peter Bunting, MP, gave US$45,000
towards The DB&G Integrated Science
Lab, which was opened on January 5,
2011 and renamed in honour of these
entrepreneurs. In addition, we
recognize the supporting donors of this
lab: The Burgess Family,
GraceKennedy Foundation, Dr Jeffrey
Meeks, Peter Reid and Dr Michelle
Foote. In the photo at right is (L-R)
Dr Meeks, Chris Burgess and Catherine
Kennedy and Caroline Mahfood of the
GraceKennedy Foundation.

THE HENDRICKSON FAMILY PHYSICS LAB
The Hendrickson Family gave
US$75,000 towards The
Hendrickson Family Physics Lab
and Lecture Room, which was
opened on August 19, 2011 and
dedicated to the teachers “who have
proudly served our school.”
Unveiling the plaque (photo above
left) were siblings Kevin
Hendrickson and Lori-Ann Lyn who
were joined by members of their
family including Alexander and
Kate Hendrickson (at centre), while
Mathew Lyn of the Class of 1997
gave the main address (photo above
right).

THE AVINASH POTLURI BIOLOGY LAB
Past parents Dr and Mrs Devi Prasad
V Potluri are the very generous project
donors of The Avinash Potluri Biology
Lab which is named in memory of
their son Avinash, a graduate of the
Class of 1992. This lab was opened on
September 23, 2011 by Dr Potluri seen
in the photos (above left) with students
demonstrating the latest microscopes
as well as (above right) with friends
and fellow classmates of Avinash:
(L-R) Anthony Coore, Professor
Ronald Young, Daniel Coore and
Rajeev Venugopal.

We also wish to thank the following donors for their valuable contributions to the Lab Project: Ex-o-Pest Ltd, Tradespan Cargo Ltd,
Econocaribe Consolidators Inc, Gregory Worton & Jagon International Ltd, Denise and Neville Lyn-Fatt & Freight Handlers Ltd. Up
next is the second phase of the Campaign which will focus on and the furnishing and equipping of the new library; the complete
renovation of the last junior lab, chemistry; and the upgrade of the sixth form lab among other urgent projects.

Physics Lab
HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO…

Before

After

Here’s your opportunity to “pay it forward” by investing in future
Jamaican scientists through your gift to our lab project. While
naming rights are available for Project Donors, we welcome any
donation. We also have a long list of equipment needs should you be
able to donate in kind.

For more information, email: campiondevelopmentoffice@gmail.com or contact the Office of Development & Alumni Affairs.
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Favourite Subject: Mathematics. Math is a very exciting subject. I like to
find solutions to problems. The feeling is great when you find the right
answers.
Activities: Debating Society (Vice President), Octagon, Christian Living
Community (Vice President), Sixth Form Association
Sport: Basketball. We made it to the semi-finals one year and I was
awarded two free-shots. I made the first basket but missed the second
one. Although we lost, I felt good that I gave Campion a point and the
determination and persistence of the other players impressed me.
Greatest challenge: A challenge that I have overcome is achieving
individuality. There are so many influential personalities within the school
body but I became my own individual, contributing to the diversity of the
school population.
Goal for this year: This being my last year at Campion, I want to make
the most of it. I really hope to achieve all Ones in all my CAPE subjects.
(O’Danielle is sitting a record six CAPE subjects this year.) I plan to put
myself out there and make my mark.
Future Career: If it is God's will, I will become a pediatric neurologist/
cardiologist as well as a Mathematics and Chemistry teacher.

O'DANIELLE O'SULLIVAN, 6/A
Avinash Potluri Scholar 2010

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

We are proud that the heart of our school community is a diverse student body with different
interests, ideas and perspectives.

Favourite Subject:Tough call! Well, at the moment Spanish. It’s a fusion
of all the elements of life of different peoples. You don’t learn just words or
numbers; you learn history and development as well as the expression of
emotions in the context of interpersonal relations. ¡Me fascina mucho!
Activities: Past President of Debating Society, Immediate Past
Lieutenant Governor for Key Club, Immediate Past President of the
Student Council, United Nations Youth Association among others.
A lot of my activities have been with me since first form so they feel
synonymous with my experience here.
Sport: I play tennis, and did cricket back in the day. In my first tennis
match there was a tie against St George’s College. I was young and
nervous at the prospect of new waters, but I won and it’s been a
reassurance ever since!
Best Memory: When I was elected Student Council President. I felt I
grew with the Council and so the election was the fruition of my
dedication and determination. I was happy to be able to help improve the
Campion student experience.
Future Career: That’s a question I’ll have to leave to time, but whatever I
choose will have a very far-reaching impact on Jamaica and the
international community.

JELANI MUNROE, 6/A
Head Boy 2011-12
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• National Chess Champions for 7 years in a row
• National Under 14 ISSA/Digicel Netball Champions
• Urban Under 16 (Boys) and Under 19 (Girls) Table Tennis
Champions
• Winners of 1 silver and 19 gold medals at the 2011 JCDC Dance
Competition
• Winner of the Actor Boy Award for Best Children’s Theatre

CAMPION SNAPSHOTS 2010-11
• Winners of 1 gold and 2 silver medals at the Jamaica
Mathematical Olympiad
• Winners of the SRC & NSWMA Essay Competitions
• Second place in the regional JPS Science Competition at the
Tertiary Level
• Winners of the Key Club Annual Achievement, Gold Division
Award

THE VISION 2020 STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAMME
Providing Opportunities for all Students

For the second year in a row, the Vision 2020 Student Support
Programme provided scholarships and financial support with books, uniforms
and examination fees in the amount of J$2million to some 50 students in the
2010-11 academic year. In addition, the school and parent donors supported a
wider group of students throughout the year with lunch and transportation as
well as through “The Breakfast Club,” which is run by the Guidance
Department in conjunction with the Home School Association,and is open to
all students.
The Vision 2020 Student Support Programme is an ongoing initiative of
the school developed in response to the incoming student population, of
which 35% now come from primary schools. For many of these very bright
students, the school community’s ability to provide financial support is integral
not only to their daily attendance, but to their success throughout high school.
Scholarships and the overall programme are administered by the Principal
in conjunction with the Guidance Department and are both merit and need
based, with the exception being the Avinash Potluri Scholarship which is
awarded annually to the top CSEC performer.

A BIG THANK YOU TO
ALL OUR DONORS 2010-11!
Scholarship Donors:

Ways You Can Make a Difference...
• Sponsor a scholarship—named scholarships start at J$50,000
• Volunteer as a mentor
• Donate food items or volunteer to assist with The Breakfast Club
• Make a donation to the programme of any amount or towards:

Anonymous (5)
Apex Health Centre
Anita Bicknell
Class of 2010
Asher & Grace-Ann Cooper
Friends of Leo Henry
Dr Akshai Mansingh
Errol & Andrea McHayle
NCB Foundation
Dr & Mrs Potluri
Sixth Form Class of 2009
Student Council 2009
Leighton Tenn
The Tsang Family
Warrington & Maureen Williams
The Wisynco Group

Combined Annual General Fee 2011-12

Contributors:

Purchase of non-rental books
Annual cost of bus transportation
Annual cost of lunch

J$28,500 (1-5th)
J$50,500 (6th)
J$20-40,000
J$25,200
J$54,000

For more information, email: campiondevelopmentoffice@gmail.com or contact the
Office of Development & Alumni Affairs.

I am truly grateful for this award as it has helped greatly in
easing the financial burden which my family currently bears,
and I am also delighted that my academic excellence has been recognised.”
Scholarship awardee who was accepted to four US universities and
awarded full scholarships to two upon graduation in 2010.

Anonymous (2)
Simone Champagnie
Oliver Chen
Nigel Chen-See
Karen Donaldson
Food for the Poor
Damian & Karen Hoo
Carolyn Ho-On
Percy & Eleanor Hussey
David & Jacqui Ingledew
Major Johanna Lewin
Lions Club of St Andrew
Jeffrey Meeks
Casbert & Elena Morrison
David & Kathy Moss
Juliet Moss-Solomon
Dr Joseph Plummer
Dr Suzanne Shirley-Newnham
Joan Wilkinson
Hugh Wong
Great care was taken to ensure the accuracy
of this list, please alert us to any errors or
omissions. List inclusive of donations
between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011.
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MORE ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
Rounding out our year of anniversary activities in the 2010-11 academic year were events to celebrate our teachers and
our Jesuit founders as well as the third in the series of alumni/student football and cricket match-ups.

Tribute to our Jesuit Founders, November 2010

Campion honoured the over 50 Jesuits who have served the school since its inception with a Mass of Thanksgiving at Sts Peter & Paul
Church followed by a dinner and art auction at Knutsford Court Hotel. Campion Hall alum Paul Green (above left) presents a citation to
Father Joseph MacWade, SJ, who along with Father Louis Grenier, SJ (above right), received special commendation for their commitment to
the school in the presence of the many alumni from Campion and Campion Hall Prep.

Teachers’ Long Service Awards, December 2010

29 Campion teachers were recognized for their years of service ranging
from 10 to 36 years at a very special awards ceremony and dinner.
Hosted by the Home School Association, the event was well attended by
alumni and students who gave tributes in song and dance after which
presentations of plaques and token gifts were made to the teachers.

Unwind Vybz III: Alumni Sports Day, April 2011

4

The Alumni Play Straight Team made a clean sweep this year beating the student teams in both football
and cricket. A good time was had by all with Tanto Black and Bambino on stage, Jerry D arriving by limo,
scrimmage competitions, extreme frisbee and of course lots of catching up with old friends.
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